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QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 

 

Christian weddings often include references to Jesus’ first miracle at a wedding.  Our 
hope is that Jesus is still showing up for weddings today. 
 
1. Think of the most memorable or interesting wedding you ever attended.  What made 
it so memorable?   
 
READ John 2:1-12 (try different translations, i.e. The Message & NIV) 
2. Do you think it is unusually that Jesus attended a wedding and his first miracle was to 
turn water into wine?  How does the metaphor of a wedding feast foreshadow what is in 
store for those who follow Jesus? 
 
 
3. If miracles are intended to reveal and authenticate God’s presence and character, 
what does this miracle tell us about Jesus (caring, all powerful, thoughtful etc.)  If Jesus 
is someone who could have fun & enjoying being with friends at party, what does that 
mean for us? 
 
 
4. What do you make of the odd conversation between Mary and Jesus?  What do you 
think Jesus is reluctant to respond?  If it is not yet “his hour” why does he do the 
miracle anyways?  How do you normally handle scripture passages that are odd or don’t 
easily make sense? 
 
 
5. This is only one of two occasions we meet Jesus’ mother in John’s Gospel, the other 
being at the foot of the cross (John 19).  How do these two events act as bookends for 
John’s Gospel? 
 
 
6. Gratitude:  The miracle at the wedding produced more wine than necessary.  It 
describes the fullness of God's Kingdom.  
• When in your life have you been overwhelmed by God's provision? 
• Where in your life would you really wish God would have his Kingdom come?   
 
Response: As a group after each person's story stop and pray with gratitude to the first 
(provision) and hope for the second (need). 

 


